WORK INTEGRATED LEARNING

IN THE FIELD OF Business
Work Integrated Learning (WIL) refers to diverse approaches to learning which bring together the theory of a
discipline with its relevant work practice, using a specifically designed curriculum. The practice of WIL in various
forms in engineering, health and education is well developed, with relatively long histories of collaboration
between Australian workplaces and universities.
This resource offers some advice on the benefits and challenges for employers participating in WIL in other disciplines such as
business. This is a field, where students are expected to exhibit work-readiness when they graduate, but where the traditions of
WIL are less well defined. The resource commences with some characteristics of effective WIL supervisors and industry mentors
and proceeds to identify more specific, discipline-linked characteristics for business.

An Effective WIL Supervisor and
Industry Mentor in general:

• discusses effective interpersonal skills
involved in work interactions;

• asks the students lots of questions;

• checks the student’s knowledge and
understanding;

• seeks explanation from the student on
specific points of detail;
• encourages the students to analyse
workplace interactions;
• requests evaluations of how effectively
work tasks are performed;

Resource 3 - Business

• links practical knowledge with
theoretical ideas;
• verbalises problem-solving and practical
thinking processes.

SOME KEY POINTS ABOUT WIL IN Business
Benefits for Employers:

How Employers Can Assist:

• Business students can undertake new projects or
complete existing projects e.g. business plans, marketing
plans, communication protocols, fiscal planning, new
market or new product research and/or social media
communications

Business students undertake WIL chiefly as practicum
placements, industry projects and ‘reverse cadetships’
(a compulsory stint in the workforce at the end of the
degree). Employer guidance is needed in the form of:

• WIL Business students help you stay in touch with current
trends, methods and approaches
• WIL students bring fresh ideas, new perspectives and
energy to your organisation
• WIL Business students who work for you on placement
or as interns tend to make committed employees later on
should you need to recruit.

• Workplace feedback and supervision on contemporary
business practices
• Suggested topics for projects of value and relevance to
industry to be undertaken by students
• Advice on planning, time management and project
management
• Advice on effective teamwork, collaboration and
communication
• Evaluation and appraisal of completed projects
• Introduction of student to principles of professionalism
and industry networks.
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